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This would be inconceivable with continuous or pulsed lighting: their luminous intensity is simply too low to light 
the object properly. The switch-on delay for pulsed lighting is also much too long.
With flash lighting, however, the maximum light output is available within 5 µs and a vast amount of light is 
provided. As has been mentioned above, very short exposure times are therefore not a problem at all. The 
moving object can simply be ‘frozen’ in place (see video on page 29). For the human eye – and the camera – the 
moving object seems to come to a complete stop, and image analysis is now simple to perform.

Any hobbyist photographer will be familiar with the use of a flash. But flash is not only a useful form of lighting 
for SLRs, digital cameras or phone cameras. Particularly in an industrial context, flash is a topic that is rapidly 
growing in popularity.
For industrial Machine Vision applications, however, flash units and integrated camera flash lighting is not 
used. Instead, the forms of lighting used are exactly those discussed in chapter 1. These lighting systems are 
equipped with a specialised – and typically integrated – flash controller capable of ‘flashing’ the system’s LEDs 
rapidly, precisely and with high-intensity output. When flashed, the LEDs are operated at a very high current. In 
this way, the brightness can be increased by a factor of up to 25 compared to continuous and pulsed lighting. 
Nor is flash lighting merely orders of magnitude brighter: when the trigger signal is sent, the maximum light 
output of the lighting system is available within a period of time measurable in single-digit microseconds. This 
fast availability in conjunction with the enormous light output triggered means a very short exposure time can 
be set on the camera. The exposure time is therefore set to the flash duration and lies between 10 and 750 µs.
Thanks to the extremely short exposure time, the following problematic effects can be minimised.

1. Motion blur

The use of robots or conveyor belts to improve both productivity and throughput times always means one 
thing: accelerating motion within the process. Nor should the Machine Vision system act as a brake on this 
process speed. To ensure this doesn’t happen, the best approach is to acquire and analyse the image without 
interrupting the process. But can you guess the maximum exposure time possible if your object is moving at 0.5 
m/s and you must also ensure that image blur does not exceed 2 pixels? Exactly 100 µs.

Video can be viewed from 
https://www.iim-ag.com/en/lumimax/useful-facts/videos/videotoflashlighting.html

4.2 Flash lighting

https://iimag.de/en/lumimax/useful-facts/videos/videotoflashlighting.html
https://iimag.de/en/lumimax/useful-facts/videos/videotoflashlighting.html
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2.    Extraneous light

With short exposure times and the very high luminous intensity supplied by flash lighting, extraneous light 
can also be completely suppressed. With an exposure time of no more than 750 µs, even light from a window 
located right next to the camera or other light source will not be picked up and will therefore have no effect on the 
final test object image. This hugely increases the reliability of the analysis. In large, spacious factory buildings 
in particular, this means not having to worry about environmental conditions or ambient light disrupting camera-
based inspection systems.

3.    Stray light

Interestingly, the human eye perceives flash lighting as less distracting than pulse lighting. While this may not 
seem entirely logical at first glance, take a look at the following video: 

In the lower image, the flash lighting seems significantly darker than the pulse lighting. Even though the flash is 
actually much brighter – as can be seen on the camera image in the video. The effect stems from the fact that 
our eyes cannot see the short, rapid light flashes at their full intensity. Accordingly, the lighting is perceived as 
less distracting.

In the next chapter, we will use a number of examples to illustrate the advantages and typical applications for 
the various modes – with a special focus on flash lighting.

Video can be viewed from https://www.iim-ag.com/en/lumimax/useful-
facts/videos/video-flash-demonstrator.html

4.2 Flash lighting

https://iimag.de/en/lumimax/useful-facts/videos/video-flash-demonstrator.html
https://iimag.de/en/lumimax/useful-facts/videos/video-flash-demonstrator.html
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